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MAY VISTAS AVAILABLE ONLINE
ONLY, SPREAD THE WORD

The Canadian Tulip Festival returns locally & online in
May 14 – 24.
Find out more at https://tulipfestival.ca/

Photo credit Sue Sim-Nadeau

The May VISTAS has not been printed; it is available to
readers online only. Due to the current Stay-at-Home
order in Ontario, the VISTAS Board of Directors
decided not to ask its army of carriers to leave home
and go out on to the streets to deliver the May edition
of the paper. Please help spread the word within our
community that readers are able to go online to read
the May edition.

The Celine Tower Grant
Are you a student from the Alta Vista/Canterbury/Elmvale Acres/
Ellwood community who is pursuing or currently enrolled in
post-secondary studies in Writing, Journalism or Communications?
VISTAS is once again funding The Celine Tower Grant in the amount
of $1,000 (CAD) to honour the memory of our long-time editor,
Celine Tower.
The application form and process can be found at vistas-news.ca.
The competition is open to senior high school and post-secondary
students. No repeat applications from previous winners please.
Applications are due no later than June 30, 2021.
Photo credit Lynn Solvason
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Putting It All in Perspective
by Lisa Marie Wilson
This has been making the rounds on Facebook lately and I thought it
was worth sharing.
You were born in the year 1900.
You are 14 years old when World War I begins and 18 years old when
it ends.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Result: Twenty-two million dead.
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vistas-news.ca
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411 Crestview Rd., Ottawa, ON, K1H 5G7
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7,500 copies

Soon after, a global pandemic, the Spanish flu, will emerge. 50 million
people die.
Fortunately, you are still alive and are now 20 years old.
When you are 29 years old, you will survive the global economic
crisis that started with the breakdown of New York’s stock exchange.

SUBMISSIONS & COMMUNITY EVENTS

This led to inflation, unemployment and famine worldwide.

Pictures submitted should be 300 DPI resolution.
DEADLINE:		
15th of the month prior to publication.
Email: 			Editor@vistas-news.ca.

Meanwhile, at 33 years old, the Nazis will come to power in Germany.
Then when you are 39 years old, Germany invades Poland, and begins
World War II.

ADVERTISING

You are finally 45 years old when World War II ends.

Ads should be submitted to the Advertising Manager, in electronic format copy /
300 DPI resolution/ sent in final format as a print-ready PDF file. The quality of
ads not meeting these standards cannot be guaranteed.
Check for available ad sizes. Basic advertising rates and approximate size:
Full Page
$250.00		
(10” W x 13” H)
Half Page
$140.00		
(10” W x 6” H)
Quarter Page
$ 90.00		
( 5” W x 6” H)
Business Card $ 30.00		
DEADLINE for ads:
15th of the month prior to publication.
Email: 			Advertising@vistas-news.ca.
Classified ads are $10 (maximum 25 words).
Accounts are due on publication.

Please note: Opinions and information published in VISTAS through
letters we receive, community and association news or individual columns,
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper. We reserve the
right to edit all submissions.

Where is it?

Result: Sixty million dead. Six million Jews die in the Holocaust.
Luckily, you’re still alive...
When you are 52 years old, the Korean War begins.
When you are 64 years old, Americans started the war in Vietnam.
You are 75 years old when the war ended.
Luckily you’re still alive...
Now...
A boy born in 1980 believes his grandparents have no idea how difficult
life is. But they survived several wars and disasters, not to mention the
restrictions during the first oil crisis in the early 1980s.
Today we live in a new world full of comfort, but unfortunately in the
midst of a new pandemic.
People complain about staying home for weeks.
While they have power, cell phones, food, hot water and a safe roof
over their heads.
None of that existed in previous times.
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But humanity survived these circumstances and they never lost their
joy of life.
Today we complain because we have to wear face masks to enter the
supermarkets.
A small change in our mindset and mentality can work miracles.
Be safe and be kind to each other.
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June Issue
September Issue

May 28, 2021
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Opposition to City of Ottawa’s Draft Official Plan
As a resident of Alta Vista for thirty plus years,
I am adamantly opposed to the proposed Ottawa
Official Plan and the destructive consequences
that will ensue if that plan is implemented.
I own a small bungalow which is in total
harmony with this inner-city neighbourhood
composed primarily of unique postwar singlefamily homes. Alta Vista will be completely
transformed by the quadrupled density proposed
in the new OP. Already you can see changes in
this and other neighbourhoods where older houses
are being replaced with much larger dwellings.
The suggestion is that under the proposed OP, existing homes will be
replaced by two homes per lot or by condos that are only four storeys
high. Don’t believe it! This city is notorious for selectively enforcing its
own bylaws. In a short time, we will see thirty-storey monoliths.
The root of the problem is too many people. Equating the concept of
a continuously growing human population in this city with economic
growth is nonsense. More people produce more environmental
degradation of every kind; more people create more wildlife depletion
and extinction. Why are people so blind they cannot see the forest for
the trees? (If the City continues with its plan for unabated growth, will
Alta Vista even have any trees, let alone a forested area?) Sustainable
growth and sustainable development are not achievable ̶ and they are
definitely not sustainable.
Our pro-growth-at-any-cost Mayor and Council have a record of trying
to sell us to the highest bidders. Are these politicians to be trusted? Do
we really want to make big developers and real estate agents richer than
they already are?
A final quote and food for thought: “Anyone who believes that
exponential growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a madman
or an economist.” (Kenneth Boulding, 1910-1993, Economist)
Do not let this proposed intensification happen in Alta Vista; our
children’s future depends on it.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Skepticism re City’s Official Plan
I received my copy of Vistas today (March 1, 2021). I am skeptical
of the City’s OP to make Alta Vista a “15-minute neighbourhood”. I
live near the corner of Smyth and Alta Vista. It’s a minimum 3.8 km
to the nearest grocer, which is definitely more than a 15-minute walk.
If you look at any listing on Realtor.ca under “Neighbourhood”, you
will see that we get a very low score on walkability. We were designed
in the ’50s around the car, and shall be car dependent for the future,
because that is how we evolved. That is why I moved here. The Glebe
was not designed around the car, but for easy walkability. Perhaps
anyone who wants the “15-minute ’hood” should be required to read
A Pattern Language, Towns, Buildings, Construction by Christopher
Alexander before being allowed to make a comment on this issue. The
people who live in a locale are the only ones who have a say in how the
place should look. Anyone who wants to live close to shopping should
move to an established old ’hood, or move to a new development where
this type of plan exists. I like my 75x113 lot, which allows me to have
a vegetable garden, and to be far enough from my neighbour so I’m not
too concerned about a house fire. It’s a cooler place as well, because we
do not have as much heat-absorbing construction per hectare. Please test
drive this badly thought out idea in Rockcliffe first, not Alta Vista.
Joanne Frembd
Letter to Mayor Watson and Councillor Cloutier Regarding
Intensification Plans Included in City’s Official Plan (copied to
VISTAS editor)
INTENSIFICATION
It is only through the media that I learned about the intensification
plans for Ottawa. And because of the media I learned that citizens are
allowed to have some input concerning these plans. Citizens should be
notified by mail.
The Official Plan’s main points concerning intensification are climate
friendly 15-minute neighborhoods, close to transportation and ground
floor retail outlets. The Train Yards obviously meet all these points.
Close to the train station, ground floor retail outlets, bicycle paths, close
to downtown, etc. It has everything the official plan talks about. It is
a very big property where thousands of citizens would be very, very
happy to live and play. Just imagine: no height limit sky scrapers with
retail outlets at ground floor level. There is no better opportunity in
all of Ottawa to fulfill the OP purpose. If neighborhood laws can be
changed to include retail outlets, then the Train Yards can be changed
from industrial to non-industrial developments.
INTENSIFICATION NEEDED?
In Canada: yes. Canada is a country with wide open spaces. That is
why people immigrated into Canada and started living here. Villages
sprung up and cities were the end result. And that should be continued.
Set a limit to a city’s population and start another town. This can be
done for centuries to come.
NO MORE INTENSIFICATION WANTED FOR OTTAWA’S
FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS

I live in the Kilborn Avenue area west of Alta Vista Drive. This area
has already been intensified three times! Enough already!
The first one hundred percent intensification took place on farm land
around the Billings family property. A lovely village-like area was
created there by Campeau. People moved in quickly because this IS the
way people want to live. The Campeau houses were built on big lots
because of the need for a septic field that could handle the overflow of
the septic tanks. When a street sewer system was built, the houses were
left with a big lot. That is why every house beside a Campeau built
house is a small infill one storey house!
The second intensification happened when big mansions were allowed
to be built. Campeau houses with lovely trees on the property were
destroyed for that purpose.
The third intensification started a few years ago when Campeau
houses at the end of Kilborn Avenue, for example, were replaced with
two or more storey double units, whose balconies completely destroyed
the privacy of their opposite neighbors’ backyards.
THIS NEIGHBORHOOD HAS BEEN INTENSIFIED TO THE
LIMITS ALREADY.
NO MORE, PLEASE.
OTTAWA’S MAYOR MENTIONED MORE INCOME FROM
INTENSIFICATION
Living in Ottawa since 1961, city hall always talked about more income
received through taxes by encouraging people to move to Ottawa. And
every time there was an increase in population, that purpose always fell
flat on its nose. More people, taxes always go up!
LAST BUT NOT LEAST
Councillors voting for intensification: To better the city, start with
your own property!
Herman Mol
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OUR COMMUNITY
New Heron Gate Plan Proposes 16 Highrises,
5,500 New Units
By Lisa Gregoire
Heron Gate Plan Revision
Goes To City Council Soon
Hazelview Investments, formerly Timbercreek, is going back to the
City of Ottawa with a revised plan to build 5,500 new units on the
triangular Heron Gate property between Walkley and Heron roads and
the company faced pointed questions about those plans at a March 25
virtual public meeting hosted by the city.
According to the plan, 57 new buildings ranging from two to 25 storeys
high will be phased-in over 25 years. Added to the new Hazelview “Vista
Local” buildings on Heron Road, and current units on site that will
remain, the development would comprise a total of 6,400 units when
construction is complete. For comparison, Manotick’s total population
is roughly 4,500.
About 45 residents—among them former and current Heron
Gate tenants, Alta Vista Community Association members, nearby
homeowners and tenants’ rights representatives—attended the meeting
along with city staff, Alta Vista Councillor Jean Cloutier and a team
representing Hazelview and their design consultants.

In April 2019, 14 former tenants launched an Ontario Human Rights
Tribunal complaint, claiming their largely immigrant community was
destroyed to make room for high-end housing for white people. That
complaint, which is still before the tribunal, names both Timbercreek
and the City of Ottawa, which complainants say was complicit in the
discrimination.
According to its website, units in the new Vista Local buildings are
renting for between $1,450 and $2,985 per month—double and triple
what former tenants were paying.
But Cloutier and community groups are insisting under the social
contract that Hazelview ensure 20 per cent of their units are affordable.
Cloutier says that figure of 20 per cent is firm but at least once during the
recent consultation, Hazelview representatives said they are committed
to “up to 20 per cent” affordability. It’s also unclear whether that
percentage includes units that will be offered to current Heron Gate
residents. If so, very few “new” affordable units will actually be created.
The AVCA’s John Redins, who currently lives at Heron Gate, said
if Hazelview wanted people to trust them going forward, they should
commit to 25 or 30 per cent affordability. But the company was not
prepared to concede that.

Cloutier said he is “committed to getting it right,” including ensuring
that Hazelview abides by a social contract drafted with input from
community groups. If the contract is finalized and tied to this massive
re-development plan, it will be the first of its kind in Ottawa.
That social contract sets out development commitments related to:
housing security to ensure current tenants who lose homes are offered
comparable new units for the same rent; affordability; a range of small
and large, family-style units; social enterprise; and, greenspace.
Despite “Social Contract” Reached
Details on Affordability Sketchy
The agreement was borne of the well-documented mass evictions
that occurred on that site in 2016 and 2018. The majority of those who
were evicted were low-income, racialized tenants who faced cultural
and language barriers. Many also had long-standing complaints about
bugs, mould, unit disrepair and a lack of maintenance.

Highrises on Baycrest Drive face an empty lot. Hazelview Investments plans
to incorporate these apartments into their redevelopment plan.

Massive Plan For 16 Towers
Undisclosed Or Undecided
In fact, much of the details of this massive new neighbourhood—
which, as planned, would include 16 highrise towers—remain either
undisclosed or undecided. That’s because the company must first get
general approval for heights and density from the city in the form of an
Official Plan amendment. City planners will present their views of this
revised project proposal at a meeting of the city’s planning committee—
of which Cloutier is a member—and then it will be voted on by city
council.
“Most importantly, we want to ensure that the existing residents can
continue to call Heron Gate home and that the services they require will
continue to be offered and enhanced,” she said.

The Vista Local apartments were the first to go up on Heron Road near the Heron Gate Mall.

After that, each phase of the development will require a site plan
application where fine details of design and construction are disclosed,
debated and approved. That process includes robust public and
stakeholder consultation.
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A view of the Vista Local courtyard from Sandalwood Drive.

Some Revisions Accepted
Density Concerns Remain
Marty Carr, AVCA president, who attended the virtual meeting, said
she was pleased that many community comments had been incorporated
into the revised plan, such as reducing highrise heights from 40 storeys
to 25. But the association is still concerned about the huge increase in
density and the inadequacy of infrastructure and community services to
support thousands of new residents.
Garry Lindberg, from the AVCA’s planning committee, raised concerns
about traffic, the lack of rapid transit and the adequacy of parking and
school facilities. He also questioned the timing of the application
considering Ottawa is in the midst of drafting a new Official Plan which
will likely have new rules for developers.
City planner Melanie Gervais, who is the lead on this project, said
that schools have been notified of the development and so far, none
has requested a block for a new school. Other specific issues, such as
parking, traffic and transit, will be dealt with at the site plan application
stage, she said.
Former and current Heron Gate residents also weighed in on the project
as did a representative of ACORN, a social justice organization that has
been helping Heron Gate tenants organize and fight evictions. ACORN
wants to see greater transparency going forward and a commitment to
affordability that exceeds 20 per cent, which according to Hazelview, is
unlikely.
You can find out more about this development, and next steps, at
https://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/public-engagement/projects/heron-gateofficial-plan-amendment.
If you have any questions, or would like to be notified of upcoming
meetings on this file, contact city planner Melanie Gervais at: melanie.
Gervais@ottawa.ca.
Lisa Gregoire is a writer and member of the Alta Vista Community
Association board of directors.

A Tennis Organization with Heart
By Shawn Smith

H

ave you ever wondered about the tennis courts on Smyth Road near
Hillcrest High School?

In 2004, Danielle
Smith, a retired nurse
at CHEO, noticed that
the abandoned courts
and set to work to
fulfill a dream. She
founded a charitable
organization called
A Love of Tennis
with a mission to inspire greatness, instill confidence and develop
leaders through tennis, one child at a time. Through partnerships in the
community and successful grant applications, four courts at Hillcrest and
two courts at Ridgemont High School were upgraded, tennis equipment
was provided to schools, and teachers were trained to deliver programs.
Since then, over 12,000 youth have participated in the programs to help
combat poverty and childhood obesity, and over 10,000 volunteer hours
have been contributed.
A Love of Tennis programs encourage more children to get involved
in the game while instilling six core values: honesty, integrity,
perseverance, commitment, teamwork and respect, each displayed on a
small plaque on the fence behind the courts.
“A lot of kids don’t have high self-esteem and we’re trying to increase
their success at school,” says Smith. “We were shocked to find out that
the majority of kids we tested had physical literacy scores of 25-35%.
These kids lacked the basic skills such as throwing, catching, hopping
and skipping to have the confidence to play any sports. Through our
tennis programs, we teach basic physical literacy skills, tennis skills
and instill core values so they can play on a team but also have the selfconfidence to play any sport for life. It is as important as reading and
writing.”
The kids are given instruction from coaches, participate on a team, play
matches each week and learn life skills that will change their lives in a
positive way through the combination of physical, social, intellectual
and emotional well-being. There are also programs for adults.
One student, named Siyr, was playing video games all day in his
apartment. At 14, he tried the tennis program and loved it. He spent
all his spare time there and ended up volunteering over 400 hours. The
organization then paid to have him take the Tennis Canada instructors
course and he took on a leadership position teaching other kids in the
program. What is amazing about Siyr’s story is that he was going to
Ridgemont High School at the time and didn’t play high school sports.
After his first year with A Love of Tennis, he joined all his high school
teams, developed goals, graduated and has now completed his first year
at Carleton University. “He came to me one day on the courts and said
thank you for changing my life,” says Danielle. “That is what we are all
about.” In Siyr’s words, “Tennis has taught me perseverance. I can now
set my goals as high as I wish and know if I work hard enough, I can
achieve them.”
In order to continue to run programs, the organization relies on
donations, sponsorships and grants. The goal is to raise $5,000 this year
through charitable donations. A large portion of funds go to expanding
kids’ programs. There’s also a need for upgrading equipment, power
washing and court repair, fixing the outdoor structure and other
site improvements. Volunteers are also needed as court helpers and
maintenance. With a suggested donation of $60 per adult or $150 per
family, donors gain access to the courts when no programs or special
events are going on. Donations can be made through Canada Helps on
the donation page at www.aloveoftennis.org.
Shawn Smith is the son of Danielle Smith, the founder of A Love of Tennis.
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Hurry Up And Wait
Marty Carr and COVID
By Courtney Tower

I

t isn’t true, for Marty Carr, that the COVID-19
epidemic slows down or stops what she and a
band of volunteers must keep juggling. It’s more
like that old Army thing, hurry up and wait.

Right now, after hurrying to herd the cats of
different interests in Alta Vista to combine in a
remarkable brief to City Council on its star-crossed Draft Official Plan,
which would change the very warp and woof of Alta Vista, now all wait
to see how significant will be the promised new version. Soon, forces
will have to be gathered again to create views on a coming makeover of
the silent Federal Study Centre’s 18 acres at 1495 Heron Road, whose
only human population is two security officers on their lonely shifts.
Zoom! She’s Here
And She’s There

edict that one could not rebuild a bungalow home into a larger and newer
bungalow. It rejected the prospect of six-storey housing units being built
on some Alta Vista corridors. It jibed at Alta Vista being divided up into
Outer Urban and Inner Urban parts.
Be Tough, Not Abusive
Respect Gets You More
Ms. Carr breaks off, runs into the house, returns with a message from
the civil service head honcho of the Official Plan exercise for the city.
She says, “The Official Plan will change significantly, because of the
input from Alta Vista. We have been told that 70% of the reaction to the
OP provided to City Council from all of Ottawa came from Alta Vista.”
The City’s message to her says: “We think that there is a lot of sensible
feedback being provided and we are working on revisions that we
believe will address most if not all of the concerns being raised in Alta
Vista. We are not yet in a position to share details, but we will get back
to you.”
That response, Ms. Carr says, has something to do with the good
relations she endeavours to keep with those who hold power. “You
oppose and you state your positions forcefully, but you present them
respectfully,” she says. “You are not going to get anywhere if you don’t
have a good relationship with the City officials and the City Council.”
One has had the impression that in past years there never tended to
be much of a relationship between the AVCA and City Hall on much of
anything. Views the AVCA may have held tended not often to be well
communicated.
Immersed In French
From Grade 5 to MA

Marty Carr takes a breather from a jam-packed life, with the family’s Newfoundland Landseer dog,
Jax. Jax is the one whose eyes are looking so soulful. Credit: Judith Gustafsson

And Ms. Carr’s Alta Vista Community Association also will have to
prepare community views on more projects, from huge Herongate to
tiny 1335/39 Bank Street at Billings Bridge.
Through all this, the president of the AVCA, wife of a poet and
novelist, mother of two Ridgemont high school kids, must do all that
she does without laying eyes on all but her family. “I’m paranoidal
about the COVID-19 pandemic and I work at my own regular job and
my AVCA and other connections from home,” she says.
We spoke, all masked and distances apart, in her expansive backyard
on Orchard Avenue. Another day, when she was about “to go out to a
meeting with other community associations,” it was actually to attend
a Zoom meeting from home on the ruckus raised by the Draft Official
Plan.
The AVCA, as we recorded in the previous issue of VISTAS, objected
to the City proposing that Alta Vista’s lots give over their single-family
homes to two houses per plot or to four-storey units. It objected to the

Marty (born Martha in 1972), always seems to have been an achiever.
Her parents, Russell and Susan, picked the family of three girls up from
their home in Prince Edward County near here (Dad taught at Loyalist
College in Belleville), when Marty was in Grade 5, and moved to
Edmonton, where she was immersed in French at her school. She took
a BA in French at the University of Alberta there, then a Masters in
Linguistics in French at Université Laval in Quebec City.
During her Laval life, Marty visited Ottawa and met Christian
McPherson. Bingo! They married. She did her final MA thesis on second
language acquisition as an Ottawa married woman. She and Christian,
who is a prolific poet and novelist, not to mention computer programmer
in the federal government, are now together 24 years and have children
Molly, nearly 17, and Henry, nearly 15.
Marty Carr, now 20 years a public servant, 10 ½ years as a manager
at Canada Border Services Agency, is at the Administrative Tribunals
Support Service of Canada, running planning and communications in
support of 12 small administrative tribunals that deal with issues from
human rights to specific claims.
We see from the inclusive but brisk way Ms. Carr runs the AVCAmember meetings how she likely performs the tribunal job from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. at home each workday, and then takes up two hours of
AVCA and other volunteer work evenings and weekends.
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“We also expect a draft Parks and Recreation Facilities Master Plan for
review from the City shortly,” she notes. Will it have sufficient plans for
green space and for more trees in Alta Vista? (Refer to: https://engage.
ottawa.ca/parks-and-facilities-recreation-master-plan.)
Expect Controversy
Over New Corridor
Then, next year, when the Official Plan has been adopted, will come
the nitty gritty, the actual zoning plans for the OP. There also will be
the Transportation Master Plan for the City, which had been put on
hold by the pandemic. “This plan will be a contentious one for Alta
Vista because it will discuss the controversial Alta Vista Transportation
Corridor, on which the community is divided,” she says.
When Marty Carr is not doing all her job and community work, she and family bust loose with a
joyous front of their home for Halloween.

Called On To Check
Husband’s Spelling
Oh, and then there is whenever Christian finishes a book of poetry or
a novel. “I have to take the first crack at anything he writes, to edit it,
because he doesn’t spell very well,” she says with a fond laugh.
I didn’t ask (this is about her, not him) whether another book is in the
works. But Marty Carr has found much to do since joining the AVCA
Board of Directors in 2016.
“That huge Herongate development plan is going to the City planning
committee in June and we have to be ready to help make precise the
promised changes in it,” she says. “We have to make sure the developers
legally must abide by the ‘social contract’ they entered into, providing
for 20% of affordable housing there.” (See our Herongate story by Lisa
Gregoire on page xx).
“There needs to be more affordable housing in Alta Vista, and
certainly in that development,” she says. “It was terrible, the evictions
that happened there.”
Federal Study Centre
Likely To Move Now
Consultations have begun online on just what Canada Lands
Corporation will require a future developer to do with the Federal Study
Centre property on Heron Road. “They run a fantastic operation, really
listen to the public when they are selling a government property to a
developer,” she says. “They require at least 10% affordable housing in
any development of theirs and we will want to hold them to requiring at
least that much.”
“The Canada Lands phase is going to move quickly, and AVCA will
have to consult with residents to provide its views but also pull in
the experts,” she says. “We can’t all be experts.” (See Canada Lands’
website: https://www.clcsic.ca/1495heronroad).
About the Official Plan, the City should provide a “What We Heard”
report, specific to Alta Vista, by May. A second draft of the OP should
follow by the end of summer at the latest. AVCA will be pressing for
ample time for circulation of the second draft, and public reviewing of
it, before it goes to Council.

On top of all that, says Ms. Carr, “we are trying to get more trees
planted in our parks and green spaces. Once the pandemic is over, we
look forward to more in-person events for residents to speak their minds.
And it will be good to reinstate social activities such as the annual picnic,
movie nights, and the annual garage sale.”
Busy times. Busy collection of important things for Alta Vistans to
keep abreast of. Busy AVCA and Marty Carr.
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Heroes of Heron Emergency Food Centre

A

By Lynn Sherwood

t long last, we have left the very forgettable winter of 2021 behind
us and are able to look forward to a return to more normal lives. We
are so grateful for your continuing strong community support, expressed
not only through your donations of money and food supplies to assist
those of us who are struggling to make ends meet, but through the time
given to the Heron Emergency Food Centre (HEFC) by the devoted
and very competent volunteers who have remained involved despite the
huge challenges of this past year.
One of the remarkable volunteers who has maintained his commitment
to HEFC despite significant health challenges, is our Hero for May,
Harold Black. Harold is a shining example of the kind of dedication to
the community that keeps our organization functioning smoothly. He
has been volunteering at HEFC since 2008, not only as a board member
but as our buyer and transporter of purchased goods, keeper of purchase
records, presenter of monthly reports to the board, and speaker at local
schools and charities. He devotes eight or nine hours of volunteer work
to us each week, and we would not be able to function without his
expertise and reliable service.
In 2020, Harold purchased and delivered $35,000 worth of food two
to three times a week, from Food Basics, PC Wholesale Club, Tannis
Trading, Produce Depot and occasionally Metro. An additional $34,000
worth of eggs, powdered milk, bread, and fruits and vegetables, was
ordered by our Executive Co-ordinator Louisa Simms (who works
closely with Harold) as a supplement to the approximately $600,000
worth of food we received from The Ottawa Food Bank.
Since he retired from the Civic Hospital biochemistry lab 15 years ago,
Harold has used his professional skills, much to our benefit, for pricing,
purchasing and record keeping at HEFC. He scours newspaper flyers
weekly for the best prices for the essentials we need, and even handled
pricing, purchasing and delivery of a new commercial refrigerator
and freezer at HEFC several years ago. Harold has been a mainstay
of the annual HEFC Walkathon (suspended this past year because of
the pandemic) and has assisted with many community fundraisers. His
energy and commitment are awesome.
Harold tells me that he has been involved in volunteer work most of his
life, following the example set by his parents. He joined his first church
choir at the age of 15 and has belonged to various choirs ever since. He
has been a leader of Cub Scouts and a boys’ club, was involved in the
Rideau Park United Church Christmas Cheer project, and for the last 15
years has worked for the Ottawa Carleton Association for Persons with
Developmental Disabilities at Silver Spring Farms growing garlic for
fundraising. He has also volunteered at The Ottawa Mission, and has
been a canvasser and fundraiser for numerous community charities over
the years.
Harold is a familiar and much relied upon presence at HEFC. When
asked why he devotes so much time and effort to his work, he states
that as a committed Christian, he feels a responsibility to help others in
need, as taught by Jesus. “For I was hungry, and you gave me something
to eat, I was thirsty, and you gave me something to drink … I was a
stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me.”
The selfless support of caring volunteers like Harold has enabled us
to continue to provide a high level of service to folks experiencing food
insecurity who have turned to HEFC for help during this pandemic. The
working class Herongate area where HEFC is located has consistently
been a “hotspot” where many multigenerational families with members
working in essential services are living in cramped high-rise apartments.
We have implemented a number of procedures to protect our staff,

HEFC May Hero Harold Black

volunteers and clients during the pandemic and are proud that, because
of people like Harold, we have been able to maintain a high level of
service throughout this year.
Members of the board of HEFC are able and willing to share
information about the service we provide for our community through
Zoom and other virtual formats even though in person events are not yet
possible. Call us at 613 737-9090 or email us at hefc-info@rogers.com
for more information.
Check us out on Twitter: HEFC.ca@HeronfoodCentre
Heron Emergency Food Centre is located at 1480 Heron Road and
is open 4 days a week to provide emergency food to people in need in
Ottawa South.
May Wish List
Canned chickpeas, kidney beans, salmon, tuna, and spaghetti sauce.
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OUR COMMUNITY REPS
Helping Small Businesses through the
Pandemic and Beyond
By Jim Watson, Mayor

L

ast month, I was
thrilled to announce
a series of measures that
will help small businesses
and many economic
development
partners
rebound as the pandemic
comes to an end:
Staff will explore offering
a permanent 10% tax
discount to approximately
4,700
commercial
properties that house
roughly 7,800 small
businesses across the
city – with no impact on
residential taxpayers.

For the average small
business
property,
assessed at $600,000 and paying $15,000 in municipal and education
taxes, that means a discount of $1,000, and a possible additional
discount of $500, should the Province decide to match the discount on
the education taxes.
While City staff still wait for the enabling provincial regulations, they
have started to define types of properties and businesses that might
qualify for the Small Business tax subclass.
I’m very pleased that this proposal will lead to permanent and predictable
financial relief for 7,800 small businesses in our city, which will no doubt
help them reinvest in their business and rebound after the pandemic.
I am also pleased to announce a 50% reduction in rental fees at City
facilities from September 2021 until the end of 2022, including:
Aberdeen Pavilion, Horticulture Building, Meridian Theatres and
Shenkman Arts Centre.
To support the economic health of Ottawa’s downtown core, where retail
stores and restaurants have been disproportionately impacted, the City’s
senior leadership team and Ottawa Public Health (OPH) are actively
working on a plan that will be ready early in Q3, charting a staged return
to City workplaces.
Working with our colleges and universities, the City is committed to
playing a greater role in experiential learning by increasing the number
of co-op placements and meaningful seasonal hiring opportunities by
surpassing 100 co-op hires by 2024 (up from 60 in 2019).
Finally, working with the Ottawa International Airport, we have been
advocating with the federal government to secure funding required to
complete the Stage 2 LRT Airport Station, critical to the opening of the
O-Train South Extension. We have also begun discussions on resuming
international air service at YOW.
I believe we are putting forward a very strong package of incentives that
will truly help small biz and special events during these difficult times.
Not only will these measures provide them with the hope they need to
make it out; it will help them thrive once COVID is behind us.
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AIM’s Top 3 Exercises and Tips for Motivation
for Adults 50+
By Meg Stickl, CEO and Senior’s Fitness Expert, AIM Fitness Activities in Motio

H

ave you had a hard time
staying active over the
winter and the past year? We
hear about many people who
injure themselves as they get
back to their hobbies, whether it’s spending more time leaning over in
the garden, twisting and walking on the golf course, or walking in the
neighborhood outside. If you haven’t moved in these ways all winter,
it’s important to incorporate stretches into your daily routine, to build
strength and flexibility.
When you’re thinking about starting up a spring fitness routine, think
of the acronym “FITS”.
F-Fun and Enjoyable
Fitness should be fun! Find an activity that you enjoy doing and
don’t be afraid to try something new as your abilities change or as you
get older. Your 70-year-old body needs something different from your
20-year-old self.
I-Increase Over Time
Start by doing 10-15 repetitions of the exercises below and aim for 3
days of exercise if you are a beginner. As you get stronger and see small
improvements, build your routine to 5-6 days per week of exercise and
choose more challenging exercises.
T-Time of Day
The days and weeks fly by, so choose a specific time of day dedicated
to your exercises. Treat this time like a doctor’s appointment - no lastminute cancellations! Many of my clients aged 60+ prefer to start their
day with their workouts between 9-10 a.m. and then move into the rest
of their day, feeling energized.
S-Snack on Exercise
Take time every day to move your body. I suggest choosing 3 exercises
to “snack on” at different times of the day, just like you’d snack on some
fruit or veggies. Take 5-10 minutes to stretch or move and this will
surely keep you energized and motivated.
Try these 3 simple exercises and AIM Fit Tips, to help prepare you for
your spring hobbies at home:
1.
Stretch your back by bending at your waist and reaching for your
toes. Do this 10-15 times seated or standing. Our backs can become stiff
and sore from spending too much time sitting down.
AIM Fit Tip: Set a timer for 10 minutes before you sit down to watch
TV. Every time your timer goes off, stand up and twist and then reach
for your toes. Do this 10-15 times in order to reduce back pain and
improve flexibility.
2. Do 15 sit-to-stands or squats daily to build strength in your legs so
you can walk further, bend over and work in the garden, or go up and
down the stairs with more ease.
AIM Fit Tip: When you check the mail, go for a walk around the
block. Build the daily habit of getting outside, regardless of the weather!
The more you squat, the easier these walks will be!

3. Lift light weights (or cans) up to your shoulders, and press them
over your head. This arm strengthening exercise will help you lift plants
and soil, help you with spring cleaning, or other hobbies at home. Do
this 10-15 times each side.
AIM Fit Tip: Keep your weights beside your favorite chair where
you spend the most time. When you see them every day and can easily
access them, you are more likely to use your weights!
These exercises and tips can help you experience more energy and
motivation as you stay active this spring!
Have you been looking for a specialized fitness program for adults
50+ that you can do at home?
AIM Fitness is a local Ottawa company that offers virtual personal
training, group fitness classes on Zoom, and an online fitness
membership to help adults 50+ stay active, motivated and ready to
live their best lives! Visit our website to book a free 15-minute health
consultation and to learn about how we support older adults at home:
www.activitiesinmotion.ca.
Meg Stickl grew up in Elmvale Acres and started AIM Fitness in 2013.
Connect with Meg on her YouTube channel: AIM Fitness-Activities In
Motion.

“If at first you don’t succeed, try doing it the way
mom told you to in the beginning.” - Unknown
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DeQuervain’s Injury

By Susan Reive, Owner of Kilborn Physiotherapy Clinic
Spring has sprung! Gardening can place a lot of stress on your wrists,
elbows, and hands. Excessive pruning, raking and pulling weeds have
led to many injuries.
One common injury is called DeQuervain’s. It is an inflammation
and swelling of the two long tendons of the thumb and the sheath that
surrounds them (the tendons that move the thumb upwards and outwards
from the hand).

we’ve got you

COVERED

Symptoms of DeQuervain’s include pain at the wrist on the thumb side
which can extend down the thumb and/or up the forearm. This tendon
will be tender to touch and visible swelling may be evident. Certain
movements of the thumbs will increase the pain: pulling your pants up,
wringing, and grasping activities. Any stretching of the tendon will also
evoke pain.
Clinicians must differentiate DeQuervain’s from osteoarthritis (OA)
of the thumb joint. When making the diagnosis of OA of the thumb, the
tendons are not usually sore with resisted muscle testing.
Treatment for DeQuervain’s includes anti-inflammatory medication
often combined with physical therapy. Physiotherapy will focus on
settling the inflammation with ultrasound, friction massage, and in
some more severe cases, splinting the thumb to rest the tendons.
When physiotherapy does not resolve the problem, patients may
require a cortisone injection into the sheath to settle the inflammation.
Occasionally, surgery is required to incise the sheath.
So be careful this spring when gardening. Take frequent breaks and
change your activity often to avoid injury.

Corner of Bank & AltaVista
2649 Alta VistaDrive
Serving Ottawa Since 1952

613-521-3636
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Birds in Alta Vista – Cooper’s Hawk
By Richard Knapton

I

f you have bird feeders in our Alta Vista area, you may have witnessed
the following event. You are watching the bird feeders and noticing
that bird activity at the feeders is high – a constant parade of Blackcapped Chickadees, White-breasted Nuthatches, House Finches,
Cardinals, perhaps Goldfinches and this year Redpolls, coming and
going, lots of noise as birds call back and forth. Then suddenly, a quick
burst of alarm calls and everything falls completely quiet, not a sound,
and the birds freeze, barely moving a feather, just imperceptibly turning
their heads in a particular direction. If you are lucky enough, you’ll spot
what the cause is for this complete change of behaviour – a crow-sized
bird, perched upright in a tree, slate-gray or brown on the back, barred
underneath, and with a long, banded tail and short rounded wings. So,
what is going on here?

The bird is a Cooper’s Hawk.
It has likely tried to catch a bird
at the feeders, maybe failed,
and is now perched looking for
an unsuspecting bird, although
by now most of the birds have
been alerted and are watching
to see what the hawk does next.
Since it has been detected now
by the birds at the feeder, it has
lost the element of surprise, so
it will most likely take off and
hunt somewhere else, perhaps
returning later in the day. Also
by now, it will have attracted the
attention of the neighbourhood crows, who will be kicking up a raucous
fuss whilst maintaining a discrete distance away.
Cooper’s Hawks belong to the genus Accipiter, a group of hawks that
hunt by stealth and surprise, flying low and fast often along a hedgerow
or row of trees before darting over the hedge and pouncing on some
luckless prey. Cooper’s Hawks are year-round residents in our area; they
nest in the Wrens Way green space and the Pleasant Park woods. They
are the only large hawk that does nest here; other hawks such as Redtailed Hawks, Sharp-shinned Hawks and Broad-winged Hawks pass
over during spring and fall migration but do not stop to breed. Cooper’s
Hawks build their nests in mature trees – pines, oaks, beeches, spruces,
and others – in dense woods, hence their occurrence in Wrens Way and
Pleasant Park. Nests are typically 10 to 15 metres above ground, often
about two-thirds of the way up the tree in a crotch or on a horizontal
branch. The nest itself amounts to a pile of sticks that could be passed
off as a squirrel nest. Interestingly, it is built almost exclusively by the
male. They have one brood per year, lay between 3 and 5 eggs, and take
about two months to incubate eggs and raise nestlings.
Cooper’s Hawks mainly eat birds, attacking birds up to the size of
a Blue Jay or Mourning Dove. Like many raptorial birds, the female
is larger than the male, up to 30% larger. This allows the male and
female to prey upon different sizes of birds. When not hunting, they
have a characteristic mode of flight, a flap-flap-glide pattern typical
of accipiters. Even when crossing large open areas, they rarely flap
continuously. Perhaps you’ll be lucky enough to see one in the next
while, particularly before trees leaf out. We were visited by a Cooper’s
Hawk recently; this young female chose to perch on the children’s swing
set in the back garden!

SENIOR SPACE?
Now’s Your Chance to Win Big while Having a Big
Impact
By Maureen Forrester, Development Coordinator, The Perley and
Rideau Veterans’ Health Centre Foundation

L

aunched April 1, 2021, Catch the Ace is the game everyone’s talking
about! For those not familiar with Catch the Ace, it is a fun twist
on a classic 50/50 raffle as you hunt for the Ace of Spades in a deck of
cards.
While purchasing your ticket, you will select an envelope that contains
a single card from a standard 52-card deck. Every week a winner is
chosen by random draw, and they win 20% of the week’s ticket sales.
The winner’s envelope is opened to reveal a single playing card. If
it’s the Ace of Spades, they win the other 30% but, if it’s any other card,
a new draw starts and the 30% rolls over into the progressive jackpot,
which grows bigger and bigger until the Ace of Spades is caught!
The last time the Perley Rideau Foundation ran a Catch the Ace, our
grand prize winner took home $24,664 when they caught the Ace of
Spades in week 43.
Like many charities, when the COVID-19 pandemic hit, Perley
Rideau had to shift gears and move from in-person events and come up
with creative ways to raise money and still have some fun! And what’s
more fun than trying to catch that Ace!
This past year we’ve been blown away by the generosity community
members like yourself have shown us. Thanks to you, residents can
live life to the fullest. Our events have always been a major source of
donations for the foundation, which is why we’re counting on you to
help us chase the ace and help sustain the exceptional care our seniors
and Veterans deserve.
You can support the exceptional care at Perley Rideau by buying your
tickets today at www.perleycatchtheace.ca
Weekly draws are held on Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. If the weekly winner
does not catch the Ace of Spades, a new weekly draw will begin on
Thursdays at 2:00 p.m.
Be sure to buy tickets each week for the chance to win. Visit www.
perleycatchtheace.ca for tickets.
The Perley and Rideau Veterans’ Health Centre is home to more than
600 seniors and Veterans who access a range of care and independent
living options. It is also home to Canada’s first Centre of Excellence in
Frailty-Informed Care. To learn more about Perley Rideau and how you
can help, please visit us online at www.perleyrideaufoundation.ca or
call us at 613-526-7173.
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Open 7 days a week
Daily 11a.m. - 10p.m.
DELIVERY ALL DAY

“Life began with waking up and loving my
mother’s face.” - George Eliot
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ARTS AND CULTURE

By Tony Wohlfarth
This month, Ottawa rolled out the welcome mat
for spring, as vaccine supplies raise hopes for a
better summer!
Happy- Go-Lucky
Mike Leigh is one of my favourite film directors.
The 78-year-old British filmmaker has made many renowned films,
including Secrets and Lies (1996), Vera Drake (2004), Another Year
(2010), Mr. Turner (2014) and - most recently- Peterloo (2018).
In 2008, Leigh’s Happy-Go-Lucky charmed audiences with its
delightful fusion of humour and perseverance. Sally Hawkins played the
lead role of Poppy, an affable schoolteacher who cycles around London
and makes everyone smile. When she takes driving lessons, Poppy
comes up against Scott (Eddie Marsan) an uptight driving instructor.
Happy-Go-Lucky won a handful of awards and accolades in 2009. Sally
Hawkins won a Golden Globe for best actress. Leigh was nominated for
an Oscar for best screenplay.
Where Can I See Happy-Go-Lucky?
With cinemas closed, and streaming services packed with new films,
finding a copy of Happy-Go-Lucky to watch can be a challenge.
Fortunately, it is available for rental from Movies’n’Stuff, 1787 Kilborn
Avenue in Alta Vista Canterbury (moviesnstuff.com). The running time
is one hour and 58 minutes. Call 613-738-1607 to reserve your copy.
If you like films by Mike Leigh, Movies’n’Stuff also has copies of Mr.
Turner, a biopic about the final years in the life of the renowned British
painter J.M.W. Turner.
In Conversation with Mike Leigh
On May 26, the Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea Library
in London is offering a free webinar with Mike Leigh. The event gets
underway at 2 p.m. (14:00 EST) and advance registration is required:
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/in-conversation-with-director-mike-leightickets-146407654235?aff=erelexpmlt&keep_tld=1
The Last Cruise
On February 3, 2020, at the beginning of the pandemic, a luxury cruise
ship with 3,711 passengers on
board docked in Yokohama,
Japan during an Asian cruise.
The Diamond Princess was
placed under quarantine –
beginning an odyssey lasting
until February 23. Using cell
phone video and news reports,
The Last Cruise documents the twists and turns in the fateful voyage.
Most of the passengers were flown back to the United States via military
aircraft. It was fascinating to me to watch this unfold – no PPE, no social
distancing and no quarantine on their return. A total of 712 passengers
tested positive for COVID-19 and nine died.
I especially liked the fact that the film contrasts conditions for the
passengers and crew, with video images taken in the crowded crew
quarters.
The Last Cruise was produced by HBO. Despite the film’s apocalyptic
title, the ship is back in service. The Last Cruise had its world premiere

at the South-by-Southwest (SXSW) Film Festival in March. The running
time is 40 minutes. The Last Cruise is currently streaming via Crave in
Canada.
A Sunday in the Country
RIP: Bertrand Tavernier was a giant of French cinema. He directed
over 30 feature length films and documentaries. Tavernier died in SaintMaxime near Lyon on March 25 at the age of 79.
In 1984, Tavernier made his most celebrated film, A Sunday in the
Country. Tavernier won the Best Director Award in Cannes for his film.
A Sunday in the Country is a period film
(set in 1912) about a painter, widowed,
who lives in the country with his caregiver,
Mercedes. Monsieur Ladmiral (Louis
Ducreux) prepared to welcome his adult
children to visit him at his country estate.
His son Gonzague arrives with his partner
Marie-Therese and their three boisterous
children. Then his daughter Irene makes
a dramatic entrance by car with her
rambunctious dog. Clearly, Irene is the
apple of her father’s eye and can do no
wrong, while her brother is the opposite.
Watching A Sunday in the Country, I
felt like I was immersed in a painting by
Claude Monet. Every scene is sculpted to
look like a scene from Giverny. The dialogue includes references to
contemporaries of Monet, i.e., Renoir, Manet and Van Gogh.
Tavernier was the antithesis of a French artist. He was a social activist
who critiqued bourgeois French society. What exactly he is saying with
A Sunday in the Country is a bit of a mystery.
A Sunday in the Country has a running time of one hour and 30
minutes. The film is in French with English subtitles.
Where Can I See A Sunday in the Country?
I discovered A Sunday in the Country on Kanopy, the Ottawa Public
Library’s film streaming service.
What Are You Watching?
At VISTAS, we welcome your suggestions for online entertainment
options we can share with our readers. Please send your suggestions to
editor@vistas.ca.
What’s on for May 2021?
The pandemic has led to another province-wide stay at home
order, shuttering museums, galleries and live music venues. The 50th
Anniversary Juno Awards, delayed to this month, was postponed again
to June 6.
@ the National Arts Centre (NAC)
The National Arts Centre (NAC) is streaming live music events.
Highlights include Élage Diouf (May 1), Moscow Apartment (May 14)
and an Indigenous Art Market (May 28).
Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa-based freelance film and entertainment
writer. He screened Happy-Go-Lucky during its Canadian premiere
at the 2008 Toronto International Film Festival. He screened My Last
Cruise at the SXSW Festival in Austin, Texas and A Sunday in the
Country via Kanopy.
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FAMILY MATTERS

Creating within our Bubble!

By Karen Cameron, Director of Good Morning Preschool

S

pring is installing itself nicely in this region. Despite school closures,
lockdowns and restrictions, many are taking advantage of the time
and finding ways to enjoy the outdoors while staying within a “bubble”.
At Good Morning Creative Arts and Pre-school (GMCAP), we are
doing the same. Offering a safe and healthy environment for children
to freely explore and learn about the world around, children have been
busy creating “bubbles” of their own. In this edition of crafty fun, we
offer a few more ideas and experiences you can have at home with items
you likely have on hand. These were a hit with our little artists and I
think your little ones might like them as well.
Bubble Prints
This craft produces unique designs and interesting printed paper to
admire or use to make cards and other crafts.
What you need:
1 tbsp dish soap
1 c of water
dash of colour like
tempera paint or food colouring
plate

shallow dish like a pie
cookie cutters, shapes
card stock, paper

Instructions:
In a shallow dish, mix soap,
water and colour. Using shapes, dip them into bubble mixture and make
a “print” on the paper. Colour can be adjusted to make custom shades.
Let paper dry and voila, unique art ready to enjoy. Experiment with
shapes and colour combinations. Pre-cutting paper into desired shapes
allows artwork to be used in card making or other art.
Writable Sheets
With school closures and shopping restrictions, obtaining supplies
to facilitate learning can be a challenge. Whether used for art or for
learning a new skill like cursive or block writing, writable and reusable
sheets may be what is needed.

What you need:
sheet
learning tool

protector

and

a

dry erase markers
Instructions:
Slip the learning tool into a sheet
protector and begin using!
Animal Obstacle Course
Another fun family-friendly
outdoor activity is to create an
obstacle course.
What you need:
Animal toys or coloured pictures of a cow, pig, sheep, dinosaur, bird,
etc.
Instructions:
Place different animals at different points in the house or in the
backyard. As you move to each one, you have to walk like that animal
and make the noise that they make. Make it a race or time it to see who
can go the fastest!
Activities
that
involve crafts and
the outdoors gives
way to experiential
learning. If you
have
not
yet
secured a summer
experience for your
children, have a
look at GMCAP
programming
options.
This
summer we are
offering a range of weekly themed offerings from “Our Planet, Our
Community” to “Fairy Tales” to “Shark Week” to “Art Around the
World”. There is something for everyone. For more information,
visit http://www.gmcaps.com/programs.html or drop us a line at
goodmorningpreschool@gmail.com or give us a call at 613-276-7974.
Happy crafting!
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7 Steps To Being A Good Listener!
By Marian Meade, RN, BScN, Psychotherapist

W

hen I was in school, we were taught to read, write, speak and be
quiet, but we were never taught how to truly listen! Rather than
giving our full attention, we’re often either preparing our comeback,
daydreaming or jumping in to interrupt. It’s even worse nowadays, with
so many electronic gadgets vying for our attention and ‘protecting’
us from being bored for even a nanosecond. As a result, our ability to
communicate effectively has been seriously eroded, which makes for
serious misunderstandings and relationship breakdowns.
What to do?
Think of listening as a skill that
we need to practice to get good
at. If love and relationships are as
important as we say they are, then
here are a few tips to get back on
track.

give them your full attention.

Think about timing. When
someone wants to speak with you,
let them know if you are available,
and if not, set a time when you can

Get into a listener mindset. Your role is to listen. Make eye contact
and refrain from multitasking. Act like a curious reporter who really
wants to know everything the speaker is thinking and feeling. When
you listen deeply to someone, you’re giving them a rare gift. This is a
tremendous opportunity to deepen your relationship by learning more
about the speaker.
Listen actively. Make eye contact, nod and say things like uh huh, to
show that you are following the conversation.
Paraphrase. After the speaker makes each point, state back to them
in your own words what you thought you heard, and give them the
opportunity to clarify their message if you didn’t get it quite right or if
they had more they wanted to add.
Validate. This means being able to acknowledge their thoughts and
feelings. Based on who they are and their experience, you get where you
are coming from. It doesn’t mean that you agree with them.
Resist the temptation to interrupt. Don’t jump in to defend yourself,
argue, give advice or highjack the conversation with your own story
Keep your cool. Breathe. Remember that you are present in the role
of listener. You are not required to agree with them, find a solution or
take any action. If you do feel yourself getting upset, or if the speaker is
being disrespectful, politely and firmly state that you need to take a time
out and will reschedule
By following these steps you’ll be amazed at how much smoother
your relationships go.
Marian Meade is the Director of Counselling at Serenity Renewal
for Families. Serenity Renewal for Families offers counselling and
educational workshops. For more information, please visit www.
serenityrenewal.ca

Kindness Initiative
Local Glee Club helps isolated Seniors
by Lisa Marie Wilson
Thank you to everyone who reached out to GleeCeptional as part of our
Kindness Project!
Our singers had a wonderful time
delivering their Bird Feeders! We
hope our new friends will enjoy
watching a variety of birds visit
their backyards.
Thank you to Matt and his dad
(pictured right), Willem and his
mom delivering to Sue and Tony
(middle pictures) and Yanni and
his mom delivering to Nandini
(bottom pictures).
Follow us on:
F a c e b o o k : h t t p s : / / w w w.
facebook.com/GleeCeptional-598408713698912
Twitter: @GleeCeptional
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FAITH NEWS
When Sarai complained to Abram about me, witnesses said he threw
his arms up in frustration. “This was your idea, Sarai! She’s your
handmaid. Do with her as you wish!”
I still didn’t expect the treatment I received. Sarai became a madwoman,
and I was the recipient of her tumult. Her uncontrolled anger sent me
fleeing on this lonely, dusty path to nowhere.

VAL’S STAGE
God Sees Me: Hagar’s Story
By Valda Goudie
Hagar

N

arrowed eyes, an aggressive stance, and ugly words spit in rage; I
may have deserved it, but the hostility in Sarai’s high-pitched voice
shocked me. Everyone in the vicinity knew her threats were no joke.
Lately this was the norm: my mistress’s anger raining down on me; not
only in her words, but in her treatment too.

When I found a spring near the road, I stopped and gulped the fresh
water greedily. I fell onto a large rock and allowed all the pent-up
emotion to pour out of me. What had I done? Where would I go? Was I
to die alone in the wilderness?
But I didn’t die. God saw me. God, the Father of all nations, saw
me and heard my cries. He sent an angel to speak to me; to tell me
what to do. He said I carried Abram’s son and that I would have many
descendants – me! A Slave! I was to name him Ishmael which means
“God hears”, for the Lord heard my distress when I called out to Him.
This news would not cause pride, as before. In fact, the angel instructed
me to return to my mistress and to submit to her authority. This took
courage and humility, but when God takes time to speak to you in this
way, it is best to listen.
From that day on, I always refer to God as El Roi, “the God who sees
me”. It was on that day that I realized how much He cares about each
one of us, not just the rich or the powerful. El Roi sees me.

I ran to my tent and threw my meagre belongings into a blanket roll.
As an Egyptian servant, I didn’t own much. I was clearly no longer
welcome in Sarai’s life. So, I headed into the wilderness alone: with
no destination; no hope for my future. I had messed everything up.
Memories swirled around in my head like dark storm clouds as I set out.
Sarai had always treated me well as her handmaid. In fact, she had
chosen me – handpicked ME – to be her surrogate; to bear Abram the
heir she could not give him.
It was awkward at first, being used that way, expecting me to have
relations with her husband – a man who would never love me or take
me as his wife.
I kicked a stone and sent it flying as I remembered how I had felt;
just one more humiliation as a servant. My worn-out sandals were not
meant for such a journey as this, but I continued walking after a quick
inspection of my stinging toes.
I hadn’t realized the prestige and honor that this role would bring
me. Rather than demotion, the surrogate position put me in a place of
esteem. I no longer had to do menial chores from sun-up to sun-down.
I ate the same food as Sarai and Abram, so I would be healthy when
I conceived. It wasn’t royal treatment, but I wasn’t suffering. At least
Abram was kind and gentle, clearly trying to keep his wife happy with
this arrangement.
The problems started when I forgot my place. I was proud to be the
chosen one; proud to be given this opportunity to show my worth. But
pride goeth before destruction – my destruction was impending.
My attitude toward Sarai slipped little by little into one of contempt
and disdain. Calling her by name, even in my thoughts, bore testimony
to my disrespect. An old woman who couldn’t bear children; how could
she measure up to me – young and strong, still in my child-bearing
prime? She couldn’t give Abram the one thing he wanted more than
anything in the world, but I could.
I crossed the line. I looked down on her and made snide comments.
I held my head up too high, my nose in the air, rather than nodding
submissively to her. Yes, I forgot my place.

He Sees Us
You can read the real account of Hagar’s story in Genesis 16. If God
stopped to see a disobedient, disrespectful slave, and cared enough to
send His messenger to rescue her, He will also take time to see us. When
we struggle with life’s challenges, and we feel alone, God sees us. He
cares. He hears our distress.
He has big plans for us! He wants to step in and lead us into this
predestined life.

For I know the plans I have for you,” says the Lord.
“They are plans for good and not for disaster, to give
you a future and a hope. Jeremiah 29:11
Sometimes He puts something or someone in our path to nudge us
back into His will. But sometimes He waits for us to extend an invitation
to Him. He longs for us to say, “El Roi, not my will, but Yours be done.”
We can fully trust in the God who sees us.
For more blog posts like this and a link to a free prayer/meditation
series, I invite you to visit Val’s Stage at valsstage.com.
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Ramadan Mubarak!

FAITH NEWS

كرابم ناضمر

By Sutida “May” Turcot
“Ramadan is an event that is
very important for Muslims. We
wait for it all year, all around the
world. It’s not really a celebration.
It’s actually one of the Five
Pillars of Islam.” Over a phone
call, Maryam explains to me the
essentials of Ramadan from her
perspective.
As I was reading April’s VISTAS, I realized that I wanted to reach
out to my various neighbours, to hear their thoughts on their faith and
spirituality, and to listen with the aim of understanding. What follows
stems from a phone interview with my neighbour and friend, Maryam.
Note that Maryam does not speak for every Muslim – she speaks for
herself – and I am not an expert in religious studies. Consider yourself
warned!
The Holy month of Ramadan is a month during which up to 1.8 billion
Muslims worldwide will neither eat nor drink between sunrise and
sunset. In 2021, it began on April 13 (the day when the crescent moon
was sighted over Mecca). Lasting for 30 days, this year’s Holy month
will end with Eid al-Fitr – “Festival of Breaking the Fast” – on May
13. Celebrated for up to three days, Maryam offers “Christmas” as an
analogy for the merrymaking and holiday of Eid.
Before speaking with Maryam, I already knew that adult, able-bodied
Muslims fast in the daylight hours during Ramadan. I asked Maryam
why she fasts, and what it means to her. She explained that she does it
first and foremost because Allah (God) told Muslims to do so, for their
love of Him. On top of fasting, during Ramadan, Muslims take extra
care to avoid all that is bad – all obscenities and insults.
Maryam adds that it is a month of humbleness and generosity. In
physically knowing hunger, Maryam’s compassion grows for those who
know it every day of the year. She went on to say that, at the end of
Ramadan, all Muslims must donate a portion of their revenue to those
in greater need. “Human life is so important. Islam teaches that if you
save one life, you save all of humanity.”
Having experienced Christmas in Buddhist- and Muslim-majority
countries, I was curious how Maryam felt about her Ramadan experience
Ottawa. She explained that it is essentially all that she knows. She
immigrated to Canada from Somalia at a very young age, and has only
experienced Ramadan once in a Muslim-majority country. This was in
2013 when she visited her sister in Saudi Arabia. Maryam explained
that, in a Muslim-majority country, “for the whole month, everyone is
very relaxed. People read and pray at home during the day and then life
is vibrantly reborn each night.”
Wherever they are on this earth, Muslims this year – as was the case
last year – are sharing faith and goodwill in a world shaped by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Despite this reality, the Holy month of Ramadan
remains a light shining in Maryam’s year. Even over the phone, I felt
her joy as she spoke of her plans and the little ways she would show and
share her faith and love for humanity.
For example, Maryam mentioned dropping off food for neighbours
during Ramadan. She added that “this is not an effort to try to convert
them. It is a joy. A feeling of harmony. A wish to be a person that inspires
peace and love.”

For example, she has lights and lanterns in her home and there is a
“Happy Ramadan!” banner hanging brightly overhead.
“What greeting can I give you during Ramadan?” I asked Maryam.
“Ramadan Mubarak! Happy Ramadan in Arabic,” was the response.
So, if you do not follow Islam but would like share in the joy of the Holy
month of Ramadan, I encourage you to wish, “Ramadan Mubarak!” to
a Muslim neighbour, with a smile. After having spoken to Maryam and
understanding that the humility and generosity at the root of Ramadan
extends to all of humankind, you will undoubtedly receive joy in return.
(Maryam’s quotes were translated from the original French.)
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Only One
Who knows of the steps it takes
To keep the home together,
Who knows of the work it makes?
Only one---the mother.
Who listens to childish woes
Which kisses only smother,
Who’s pained by naughty blows?
Only one---the mother.
Who knows of the untiring care
Bestowed on baby brother,
Who knows of the tender prayer?
Only one---the mother.
Who knows the lessons taught
Of loving one another,
Who knows of the patience sought?
Only one---the mother.
Who knows of the anxious fears
Lest darling may not weather
The storm of life in after years?
Only one---the mother.
Who kneels at the throne above
To thank the Heavenly Father
For that sweetest gift---a mother’s love?
Only one---the mother.
Author Unknown, from The Evening Telegram (Toronto) Wed Nov 23,
1892.
Submitted by Anant Nagpur
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER TIPS AND TRICKS
By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home
Email – Too Good to be True?

I

f you were to look up “blessingand-curse” in the dictionary, that
page would show an email message.
Email is certainly one of the most
beneficial, wasteful and frustrating
developments of the digital age.
At its best, email is a wonderful
enhancement to how we fulfil our
ancient need to communicate. Messages can travel next door or around
the world in less than a second, to individuals or large groups, for
intensely personal reasons or business purposes. It is inexpensive, easy to
master, and it fits most media, from desktop computers to wristwatches.
On the other hand, many people are now finding that there is no escape
from email. Anyone from your employer to your best friend can have
immediate access to you at any time of the day or night and there is
usually an explicit or implied guilt if you delay your reply. Email has no
off-duty mode.
Email is also a superb delivery system for malware. It has been recently
estimated that more than 99% of all email out in the ether at this moment
is fraudulent. This means that email providers are constantly fighting a
massive battle to try to protect our Inboxes (usually successfully) from
messages that we distinctly do not want. The downside to this is that the
providers have been forced to become draconian sticklers for security
measures that can become impossible for us to navigate. Forgetting that
there was a capital letter in a password can, in the worst of cases, result
in the permanent loss of an email account.
At the same time, the providers bear their share of responsibility for
some of the email downside. Does anybody seriously believe that it
is an accident that you Google running shoes and very soon you start
to receive email about sales on running shoes? (Check out the issue
of “Tracking Pixels” if this subject interests or frightens you.) When
email accounts are free, then the providers are at liberty to meddle in
them in any way that is profitable and that includes tracking your data
and making use of it, including perhaps selling it. Just as important is
the fact that because you are not paying for your email account, the
providers get away with offering little or no advice or support when
things go wrong.
Some people feel that they can avoid the pitfalls of traditional email
by relying on the messenger tools in social media platforms. Facebook
Messenger would be an obvious example but unfortunately, it is also
the prime illustration of how things can go wrong, with numerous
recent examples of serious hacking of Facebook accounts, including
Messenger.
There are a few start-up email providers which do charge a fee and
can therefore claim themselves able to offer a more client-oriented
service. People who take their email seriously and want to be as secure
as possible while they are using it, might wish to experiment with either
HEY, which is a paid email service that offers a free trial, or ProtonMail,
which claims to pride itself on its security and has free and paid levels
of accounts.
Another solution is a chat tool which can be a very controlled

environment for communicating among a relatively small number
of participants. Several chat tools are free and others have optional
higher-level paid versions. These are often intended for collaboration
in work groups but certainly do lend themselves to personal uses as
well. “Slack” is an excellent example of a chat tool.
There is an interesting and comprehensive podcast of “CBC Spark
with Nora Young” from March 26, 2021 on this subject.
Contact Compu-Home at 613-731-5954 to discuss this column, share
your opinions and suggest subjects for future columns. Our email address
is info@compu-home.com and our website is www.compu-home.com.
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Seat Belts Save Lives and Prevent Serious Injuries
By Emile Therien, Past President of the Canada Safety Council, and
Public Health & Safety Advocate

A

ccording to the investigating police
officer, Tiger Woods was wearing
a seat belt at the time of his accident on
February 23. Unquestionably, this saved
his life! For the record, in Canada 10% of
drivers and passengers do not wear their seat
belts, which is required by law in all provinces and territories. Some are
exempted for various reasons, medical and others such as weight. The
number of unbelted occupants is very disturbing. Unbelted drivers also
pose a danger to other passengers and other road users.
According to the Canada Safety Council, in 2007, 2,469 people
were killed and 138,470 people were injured on Canadian roads. The
percentage of drivers killed that weren’t wearing a seat belt was 35.4%
and the percentage seriously injured was 16.3%. The percentage of
passengers killed that weren’t wearing a seat belt was 38.8% and the
percentage seriously injured was 24.9%.
These huge disparities show you how much more likely you are to
survive a crash or prevent a serious injury with your seat belt on, or
conversely, that you are much more likely to be killed or seriously
injured if you don’t wear it.
Unbelted vehicle occupants become “missiles”. In a serious crash,
they can suffer secondary impacts, hit other occupants or be ejected. If
ejected, they are 23 times more likely to be killed than those properly
belted inside the vehicle. University of Alabama researchers reported
in 2004 that unbelted occupants put belted occupants at an increased
risk of injury and death in the event of a motor vehicle collision. They
found that exposure to unbelted occupants was associated with a 40%
increased risk of any injury.
A U.S. Department of Transportation study published in 2004 found
that of all the safety features added since 1960, seat belts accounted
for over half of all lives saved. The number of American lives saved
by vehicle safety technologies (including air bags, electronic stability
control systems, braking improvements, energy absorbing steering
columns, improved roof strength, etc.) increased steadily from 115 per
year in 1960 to nearly 25,000 per year in 2002.
The chances of surviving a crash are not 100% even if you have your
seat belt on. That said, wearing a seat belt, as the record shows, greatly
increases your chances of survival but does not prevent the crash from
happening. As the Canada Safety Council says, defensive driving is
always the first line of defence!

It Doesn’t Get Here Before It Does

W

By Laura Harbin

hen our daughter was two years old, she encouraged my husband
to listen for a sound she heard outside her bedroom window. He
listened for a moment, and then told her that he could not hear it. Our
daughter rolled her eyes and said “Daddy, sounds don’t get here before
they do.” We’ve recounted this wisdom many times. Knowledge and
understanding just don’t get here before they do. In science, they say
scientific discovery advances one funeral at a time. Naturally, new
research building on old research makes sense, but it also points to how
long it takes to appreciate a revolutionary shift in our cemented views.
We can look back to see major shifts that were rejected when they were
first presented, that seem inconceivable to refute now.

In 1633 Galileo was tried by the Inquisition for proposing a theory
that the earth rotated on its own axis around the sun, rather than the
sun around the earth. For this discovery, Galileo was locked up in a
tower and forced to recant, in order to be released. Isaac Newton, who
was born on the day of Galileo’s death in 1642, used Galileo’s work
to develop his own theory of a universe that worked through physical
forces and without divine intervention. Newton’s work was accepted
and eventually so was Galileo’s work which opened the way to new
vistas in science, religion and intellectual and cultural history. In 1992,
three-hundred and fifty years after his funeral, Galileo was exonerated
by the Church for his ‘heresy’.
Despite increasing scientific research in the 1940s and 1950s affirming
their value in saving lives, car companies fought hard against installing
seat-belts in cars. They generated negative consumer response by
highlighting the increased expense that they would be passing along.
Other arguments put forth against seatbelts suggested that they could
cause internal injuries, that they prevented easy escapes from cars
submerged in water, and that they frequently failed. All were disputed
by researchers, but opposition remained fierce. Some opponents argued
the decision to use a seatbelt should be personal rather than legal,
or that having a safety device made riskier driving more appealing.
Surprisingly, the debate lasted decades with the Canadian provinces and
territories adopting seat-belt laws over a fourteen-year period starting
in 1976. It’s hard to imagine not strapping your child into a car seat, let
alone, into a seatbelt. Science prevailed but only after many funerals.
And the most inconceivable today is the notion that disinfecting hands
to prevent spread of disease was a foreign concept until 1846, when
a young Hungarian doctor named Ignaz Semmelweis started a job at
the General Hospital in Vienna, where many women in their maternity
wards were dying from puerperal fever. The ward presided over by all
male doctors and medical students had three times the mortality rate of
the ward which was staffed by female midwives. Since the difference
between the doctors’ ward and the midwives’ ward was that the
doctors were doing autopsies and the midwives weren’t, Semmelweis
hypothesized that cadaverous particles were being transferred to the
women during childbirth. Semmelweis ordered the medical staff to
clean their hands and instruments with a chlorine solution and the rate
of childbed fever fell dramatically. Since the scientific community had
not yet discovered germs, they didn’t believe there was significant
science behind Semmelweis’ theory. And the doctors were upset
because Semmelweis’ hypothesis made it look like they were the ones
giving puerperal fever to the women. Eventually the doctors gave up the
chlorine hand-washing, Semmelweis was dismissed from his job, was
ridiculed for his theory, and died in an insane asylum. Semmelweis’s
practice earned widespread acceptance only years after his death, and he
was vindicated in 1881 when Louis Pasteur developed the germ theory
of disease, as it offered a theoretical explanation for Semmelweis’
findings.
Whether it messes with our belief systems, our bank accounts, or forces
us to admit mistakes, our first instinct is to reject radical new ideas. This
worldwide pandemic has shaken humanity by its shoulders and called
us to wake up. Our treatment of the elderly, of animals and working
and playing in close proximity, will be challenged. Many who propose
radical change will be ridiculed and vilified. Let’s hope it doesn’t take
too many funerals to bring about the change we need to live in harmony
with this earth and each other.
Laura Harbin is a screenwriter and blogger who is always trying to
sort out the question – what is this life about!? To read more visit www.
imitatinglife.ca
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BOOKWORM’S DELIGHT

The Marta Poems

Klara and the Sun

by Kazuo Ishiguro (2021)

By Susan J. Atkinson (2020)

Reviewed by JoAnn Mallory

Reviewed by Laura Byrne Paquet

K

azuo Ishiguro’s latest novel Klara and The
Sun takes place in a futuristic society of
“substitution”, artificial friends (AFs), genetic
editing, and “lifting”, narrated by an android named
Klara.
Klara is a third-series B2 solar-powered AF,
designed as a companion for children to optimize
their academic performance, on display in a store.
She stands out from the other AFs due to her unique
curiosity and observations of her surroundings.
Finally, she catches the attention of Josie, a frail teenager who persuades
her mother to get Klara instead of the new B3 models already in the
store.
Josie is a “lifted” child who is lonely and sickly, and in need of
companionship and more. Klara closely observes Josie’s interactions
with her parents and peers, but she struggles to understand Josie’s
behaviour, or her life-threatening illness. Klara’s primary mission
becomes to help Josie get better, even at the cost of her own existence.
On one level, Klara and The Sun reads like a fable with its simple
(at times sinister) plot, cardboard characters, and layers of moralism
(infused with Ishiguro’s subtle satire). The near-future world that Klara
inhabits bears an uncomfortable resemblance to our own, particularly at
this time when children are isolated at home while studying virtually,
and many feeling lonely and/or anxious.
Ishiguro presents an urban landscape black with pollution, and a society
with widened social inequalities and massive job losses. Privileged
children are “lifted genetically” and no longer attend regular schools,
and helicopter parents have been replaced by drone parents willing to
risk the health and even lives of offspring to ensure their success.
The android Klara is the ideal impartial narrator, recording what she
sees and hears, without judging. Her singular devotion to Josie is not
unlike the butler Stevens’ blind loyalty to his employer in Ishiguro’s
early novel Remains of the Day. In that novel, the author explores the
same central themes of servitude and obsolescence that are found in
Klara and The Sun, set at least a century later.
Ishiguro plays with the role reversal between humans and technology
in Klara and The Sun, as robots take on more human characteristics, and
humans become more cyborg-like. Future generations of robotics with
artificial emotional intelligence (AEI) is certainly feasible. But while
software that can detect shades of feeling in voices and facial expressions
has already been developed, simulating emotions convincingly has not
yet been achieved.
Klara is the AI replacement for friends, parents, and servants.
She easily fulfils these roles, but does she have the capacity to fully
understand human behavior, or feel love and empathy? Klara appears
to experience emotions such as happiness, kindness, fear, and anxiety,
making the claim “I believe I have many feelings. The more I observe,
the more feelings become available to me.” Her response here sounds
mechanical and unconvincing, but by the end of the novel, after years
of careful observation and considerable reflection, Klara recognizes her
own shortcomings.
Ishiguro has created a future dystopian society in Klara and The Sun,
one in which the largest threat to humanity is not its benign, subservient
technology, but humans themselves.
Kazuo Ishiguro is a British writer whose eight previous works of
fiction have earned him many awards and honours, including the Nobel
Prize for Literature, the Booker Prize, and a knighthood in 2018 for
Services to Literature.

E

thereal, haunting, earthy, gut-punching—if
I had a poet’s mastery of language, I’d be
reaching for words like these to describe The Marta
Poems, a new collection by Old Ottawa South’s
Susan J. Atkinson.
Those who think they “don’t like poetry” may
be in for a pleasant surprise, as the 79 pieces are
linked by the gossamer strand of a single life.
Together, they tell a tale as gripping as that of a
full-length novel. Instead of chapters, the reader
gets glimpses into key points in the life of the
title character. Atkinson expertly distills the emotions and fallout from
each experience—a birth, a fire, a journey, a chance meeting—to their
essence. Little that’s extraneous remains, so the poems evoke moments
in time that linger in the memory like photographs.
The pieces are divided into five chronological sections, beginning
with Marta’s birth in Poland in 1925. The following two decades see her
buffeted by forces ranging from family tragedies to the Second World
War. (One note: Don’t read the table of contents first, as it gives
away much of the story.)
Through Atkinson’s words, we feel strangers’ kneecaps digging
into us as an overloaded railcar trundles across Siberia, packed with
unwilling human cargo. We feel the deck rocking beneath our feet as a
ship crosses the Caspian Sea, and the humid rain on our faces during a
Rhodesian storm. And then, as war’s end brings Marta to England, we
feel the stirrings of hope, mixed with distrust and weariness. Marta is
only 23 when she sets sail once more, this time to Canada, but it feels to
us—and to her—as though she has already lived several lives.
Her years in Canada unfurl without the political upheavals of the
early section of the book, yet the vicissitudes of a quiet life are no less
dramatic in Atkinson’s hands. Love waxes and wanes, dreams flare
and fade, months fade into decades. Beloved items—a battered diary,
a leather satchel—become totems anchoring Marta in the past, present
and future. And even those items, with Marta’s passing, are drained of
the power they once held.
Grief runs deeply through many of these poems, but readers’ reactions
will be hard to predict. Some may find the thoughtful reflections on
heartbreak uplifting, while others may be brought low. And while loss is
a recurring theme, it is far from the only one linking these poems. Many
pieces capture moments of joy, sparked by events as simple as building
a sandcastle or gazing at stars. Just like life, together they’re a densely
woven fabric of light and dark, sun and rain, peace and sorrow.
Atkinson explains in the notes that Marta was a real person but that
her story has been fictionalized to make it more universal. Whether you
read the pieces all in one evening to immerse yourself in Marta’s story,
or savour them a few at a time, I suspect you’ll agree that Atkinson has
achieved that end. Marta lived and died in specific circumstances, but
the tiny details Atkinson has used to evoke them—a moonlit goodbye,
a scrap of fabric, a thick slab of buttered bread, a cardinal alighting on a
tree—will have resonance for many.
The poems vary in length, style and voice, each finely tailored like the
clothes Marta sews. Even if you think you “don’t like poetry,” try this
collection on for size. You might find it fits you.
Susan J. Atkinson is an Ottawa-based poet and Grade 1 teacher at
Charles H. Hulse Public School. The Marta Poems is her debut poetry
collection. Laura Byrne Paquet is a freelance writer and editor living in
Old Ottawa South.
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Push and Pull
By Nour K., a grade 7 student at Featherston Drive Public School

P

ush and pull was a writing activity that we did with our R7A teacher
Ms. Conley. We did the push and pull near the beginning of the
year. The push and pull activity is about sharing facts about yourself
to your class and teachers. It’s a lot easier to do this assignment if you
live somewhere other than Canada or just a different city. I think you’re
wondering what push and pull means.
Imagine, I’m in Lebanon, push would mean what pushed you out of
this country. To me that would be a war. Sidon clash in June 2013 and
the Syrian civil war that spilled over Lebanon.
Pull means: who or what specific thing is convincing you to come to
Canada. For my family and I, it would be free health care and survival.
Everyone who did this assignment is telling you about their family life
story, race, religion, nationality or culture. To me this was very interesting
knowing where other people came from. Hopefully this inspires you to
read more or make your own.
Our teacher wanted to do this activity so we can get to know each
other more. Remember this assignment was assigned to us near the
beginning of school. When I first came to this school I knew a few
people outside of my class but not in my class. I was really nervous until
I met someone that I knew from sports tournaments, that’s when I knew
everything would be just fine. We all presented and I was excited for the
students presenting but I was nervous for myself. I did it both on paper
and online.

have to complete almost every mission on a Knowledgehook, and the
stars you need to get are 250 stars to reach the full mathalon.
You can also recycle some bots to create brand new bots like a rare,
very rare, or monthly exclusive if you can complete 2 missions from
your teacher.
You can do Knowledgehook whenever you want at school, at home, in
a car, or at the park. It doesn’t matter where or when you do it.
Knowledgehook can be useful for grade 1’s to 12 because it is very
useful to your math grades, another way to practice math skills and in
everyday life if you find it interesting, or fun.

Travelling Tales
By Fatima M., a grade 7 student at
Featherston Drive Public School

T

ravelling Tales is a storytelling project created internationally for
schools all over the world to create a story. Five schools from
different countries for travelling tales each year. For each of the
5 selected schools, there will be a topic chosen based on the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

When I first came to this school no one knew I was Arab until I spoke
some. I don’t know how they didn’t know I was Arab my name is literally
Nour. It’s a Arab name. But when I realized I have Muslim people in my
class that’s when I started getting comfortable around them.
Doing this push and pull activity was really fun. Hopefully you can try
it with your class soon.

T

Thanks for reading.

Knowledgehook
By Imran A., a grade 7 student at Featherston Drive Public School

ravelling Tales started 4 years ago - 2017. It was created for kids all
around the world to make stories together and give opportunities to
let kids understand and know how to make stories with different schools.
They do it by drawing or creating pictures to add into the story and let
other kids from that school to record their voices over the drawing or
picture they decided to make and record what they wanted to say over
it. The schools use Adobe spark to record and edit their stories together.

K

Each Tale shares a message to make people aware of the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (The SDGs). To make the
story they would have to know how to answer these: “How could you
and your student continue the story? What would happen next? What
would be the build up or problem?” When the schools are decided and
all of them know the topic they start, it starts with the first school. Then
after they’ve finished, they send it to the next school and so on to the
next schools. When they’re all finished they send it to the schools they
collaborated with and publish it on the travelling tales Website.

Basically on Knowledgehook
there are missions where you can
complete new missions to unlock
new bots, XP, and upgrade to new
levels. Also there are 2 events
on Knowledgehook, the half
mathalon, and the full mathalon.
The half mathalon is where you

YouTube Link To Video For This Year-2020-2021: https://m.youtube.
com/watch?v=4g_MN3E7dTg&feature=youtu.be

nowledgehook is a website where you can test out your knowledge
on different topics of math
like probability, data, geometric
shapes, area, or ratios with many
more types of missions. It is free
for teachers and students to use.
For example, here is me achieving
the mathalon with over 250 stars.

Schools that worked together: Ms. Conley’s Featherston Drive Public
School, Exposition-Grade 7’s American School of Madrid:Rising
Action-Grade 6’s. “Santaros” Gymnasium Lithuania. MYPT students,
UWC Maastricht, NL. Ms Rocio’s
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6 values from 2021 and tips
for my future self
By Valérie LeVasseur, a grade 7 student at
Louis-Riel High School
Value #1
LO YALTY
is a feeling of allegiance
with something or somebody,
it’s really not like independence
As in:
When there’s no loyalty,
best friends
become friends
and friends become strangers
that’s a let down
As in: Our relationships were put to test
because of the pandemic
Some were left alone
and some were depressed
As in: Timon and Pumbaa from the Lion King
stayed together
forever
and made so many jokes
Forgiveness isn’t failing, it’s fabulous
but sometimes it isn’t
because the pain may still be there
People that stick together are marvelous
That’s loyalty, isn’t it?
Value #2
RESPECT
is a feeling that leads
to give someone consideration
because of the value we recognize
During the pandemic, we had rules
we had respect for some
The rules were everywhere
and we still acted incompetent
It’s a good value
because of the pandemic
The masks, sanitizer,
anything that would do

But there’s also the systemic racism,
black lives matter or woman’s rights
We had to fight for the light
It was not like a beautiful prism
Multiple rules were broken
The rules had consequences
Some spoken,
but their words were trapped in fences
Do you think it hurts
when you don’t get respected?
Could you be affected?
Value #3
RESPONSIBILITY
is the state or fact
of having a duty to deal
with something or someone
In 2021,
you had tasks
We had to wear masks
Some did not do it
You also had tasks
to respect
Respect each other’s contrast
the color, the defect
You should never, ever,
give up on one!
Value #4
PAT I E N C E
is the capacity to accept
or tolerate delay, trouble,
or suffering without getting
angry or upset
We had patience for the good
It started 3 weeks, then a month, then a year
I wondered if it would
be all cleared
and I still do… wonder
Some had patience
With racism
But some had impatience

they couldn’t take the racialism
Patience can always help
It makes you a good person,
but remember
Saying no can save lives
Value #5
HONESTY
is the quality
of being honest
As in: Honesty is not like lying
Honesty can be given mutually
You can’t say you’re flying,
It’s a lie usually
As in: You say
your a fictional character
like Peter Pan
or Tinker Bell with her wings spread
That’s not honesty
As in: Without honesty,
there’s trust issues,
with distrust there’s
no generosity
or love
As in: You say
that your eyes are ocean wide
or have bright stars in them
That’s lying, but it makes you believe
As in: someone is hurting or is mentally unstable,
says «I’m ok or fine»
That’s not honesty
As in: The truth is not like the lie
You lie to keep the truth
It could be a bad truth or good truth
Value #6
LOVE
a feeling of strong
or constant affection
for a person or something
Love helps people
Love gives courage
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Love doesn’t hurt like a needle

Seven Generations Conversation Series
By the Seven Generations Africa Team

It’s important
because it shows that you accept
You don’t want to be forgotten

Submitted by a resident from Riviera’s Tower 1,
on behalf of Tania Leduc for her university project;
participation is welcome.

Love comes with everything
To have loyalty, you need to love it
You can’t love someone if respect isn’t something
Love can be a responsibility
You need patience in love
And to keep love you need honesty

Dear citizen of the world,

Love could be mutual or fake
Love can be appreciated
or hated
But you can love anyone
and especially yourself
Tips for my future self
First of all,
don’t doubt yourself
Second of all,
be proud of yourself
Be proud of what you achieved
and it’s ok if you made mistakes
Third of all,
move on from the bad past
Have a blast
Fourth of all,
Remember who really loves you
Your family, your real friends
Fifth of all,
There will always be jealous people
forget them,
ignore them
Six of all,
Stop over thinking
Your clock Is always ticking
Tick Tock Tick Tock
Finally,
have fun, let your heart have it
And, everything will be ok

We are reaching out to you today to get your wisdom. We are a group
of young women that are currently creating a project (Seven Generations
Conversation Series) in order to change the world we have and create
the world our children deserve.
Everyone has a story, thoughts and lessons to share. Seven Generations
Africa seeks to get people’s stories, to give a voice to those brave beings
of humanity who want to share a piece of their heart. We’ve realized that
some people work better with no boundaries and others want to speak
about specific topics, so this is why we will ask some questions that you
can answer depending on how inspired you are:
• How has your state of inner well-being been for the last year?
• What is it like to be a millennial (or living as any other generations,
such as baby boomers, generation X, etc… please see below for more
information if you are unsure which generation you belong to) in 2021?
• What does it mean to be human, in your opinion?
•How have you liberated yourself from discrimination (e.g. patriarchy,
racism, genderism, ageism, etc…)?
• What do you want to share to the World? (Anything you would like
to share with the world)
There are many ways to share your words with the world, through us.
You can record a video or an audio clip of yourself speaking or even
write a few words. If you don’t feel comfortable recording yourself we
have people to read your stories. If you wish to remain anonymous, we
have ways of sharing your wisdom with the world without your name.
Just let us know.
Also, if there’s more people that would like to share their words,
please suggest it to any friends that you feel might be interested. If you
could please indicate your name, year of birth and living country, it
would be great. Feel free to refer them to the following email address:
sevengenafrica@gmail.com.
Please be aware that all information that you are giving to Seven
Generations Africa will be used for educational and humanitarian
purposes. We will respect your wishes of privacy.
Thank you for letting us spread your words of wisdom to the World. It
needs them. Desperately.
Feel free to follow us on our social media:
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/sevengenafrica/
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/Sevengenafrica
Yo u T u b e : h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / c h a n n e l /
UCqH3Q0UqBR096GwH7qdRbtA
Tania Leduc is a student at the Université du Québec à Montréal
(UQÀM) in the Human and Organizational Communication,
International Concentration program. She is currently on a virtual
international internship at Seven Generations Africa, an initiative
linked to the non-profit organization Angamma Charitable Trust located
in Johannesburg, South Africa. Participation in the Seven Generations
Conversation Series does not require any connection to Africa.
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One home remaining
at Alta Vista and Mountbatten

by

rndconstruction.ca •613-523-8598•info@rndconstruction.ca
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Items are considered lost and a replacement fee charged:
• 21 days after the due date (regular collection items)
• 7 days after the due date (Express items)
ALTA VISTA LIBRARY May 2021
The staff at the Alta Vista Library hope that you are keeping well and
healthy during these difficult times. For the most current status updates
as well as information about available services, please visit www.
biblioottawalibrary.ca or call 613-580-2940.
Please note the following measures in place for your safety when
visiting:
•

Modified hours remain in place:

•

Monday and Wednesday: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

•

Tuesday and Thursday: 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.

•

Friday and Saturday: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•

Closed Victoria Day (Monday, May 24)

You can place holds online at www.biblioottawalibrary.ca or by
calling InfoService at 613-580-2940.
- Masks are required inside the branch as per the Temporary City of
Ottawa by-law, as well as while being served curbside by staff at the
door.
- Physical distancing measures are in place. A limited amount of people
will be allowed in the branch at a time. Please follow any signage and
floor markings and practice physical distancing when in the branch.
- There is no public access to the Branch when a Stay-At-Home Order
is in effect.
- Public computer use is limited to one hour per user per day.
Appointments can be made at the branch or online from home. There
are absolutely no exceptions. Computers will be cleaned between use.

Once an item is considered lost, a replacement fee equal to the cost of
the item will be charged. If the lost item is returned, the replacement fee
will be cancelled.
Items that previously had no renewal limits will now have a limit of
five renewals. Other renewal limits remain unchanged. Please note that
an item can only be renewed if there are no holds on the item.
More details on the end of late fees are available on the Ottawa Public
Library website.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING
Online Storytime – Tuesdays until June 15 at 10:30 a.m. Ages 6 and
under.
Online Storytime/Heure du conte en direct – Thursdays until June
17 at 4 p.m. / les jeudis jusqu’au 17 juin. Ages 6 and under / Pour les 6
ans et moins.
Heure du conte en direct–les jeudis jusqu’au 17 juin à 10h30. Pour les
6 ans et moins.
Parent-Baby Connections – Thursdays at 2:30 p.m. until June 17.
For ages 0 to 18 months.
Connexions Parents-bébés – les mercredis à 10h jusqu’au 16 juin.
Pour les 0 à 18 mois.
Coding with Scratch #2 – Create an Animation – Wednesday, May 5
at 4:30 p.m. Ages 8 to 12.
Codage avec Scratch #2 – Crée une animation – mercredi le 12 mai
à 16h30. Pour les 8 à 12 ans.

- Public Computers, scanners, printers and photocopiers are not
available when a Stay-At-Home Order is in effect.

Coding with virtual micro:bits - Randomizer Games – Wednesday,
May 19 at 4:30 p.m. Ages 8 to 12.

- All furniture has been removed, with a few exceptions. We are happy
to see all of you again but please limit your time in the Library and enjoy
your Library materials at home. No studying or tutoring is permitted at
this time.

Coding with virtual micro:bits: Use the micro:bit to solve
problems! – Wednesday, June 2 at 4:30 p.m. Ages 8 to 12.

- Meeting rooms and program rooms are not available. All in-person
programming is suspended until further notice. Please feel free to check
out our selection of virtual programming for all ages online.
- Museum passes and the Express Collection are not available for
lending at this time.
- The outdoor book drop is now available during Library hours. It
will remain unavailable outside of Library hours. All returned items will
be quarantined for a minimum of 72 hours before being removed from
your account.
Please visit www.biblioottawalibrary.ca for the most up-to-date
information. Info Service continues to be available for many inquiries
and services by calling 613-580-2940 or emailing: infoservice@
biblioottawalibrary.ca
ELIMINATION OF LATE FEES
The Ottawa Public Library has eliminated late fees as part of our new
Materials Recovery Model.
All other fees including replacement fees, restocking fees and printing/
photocopying fees remain.

Programmation avec les micro:bits virtuels – Jeux de hasard –
mercredi le 26 mai à 16h30. Pour les 8 à 12 ans.

TEEN PROGRAMMING (Ages 13 to 18)
Rebel with a Rhyme: Virtual Performance – Monday, May 3 at 7
p.m.
Dungeons and Dragons for Teens (4 sessions) – Tuesdays, May 25
until June 15 at 4 p.m.
ADULT PROGRAMMING
The following programs will take place via Zoom. You can find the
Zoom links and registration under the listings on our website at http://
www.biblioottawalibrary.ca/program
Virtual Genealogy Drop-In – Tuesdays at 2 p.m.
Rebel with a Rhyme: Virtual Performance – Wednesday, May 3 at
12 p.m.
Concert Series: Junkyard Symphony – Wednesday, May 5 at 7 p.m.
Croisée des mots avec Charles-Étienne Ferland – mercredi le 12
mai à 18h.
Virtual Death Cafe – Friday, May 28 at 12:30 p.m.
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TECH CAFÉ SERIES / SÉRIE TECH CAFE
Basic Tips on Troubleshooting Your Technology Problems –
Monday, May 3 at 4 p.m.
Musique et Technologie en ligne – jeudi le 6 mai à 16h.
First Steps in Getting Technology for Your Needs – Thursday, May
13 at 4 p.m.
Music and Technology – Monday, May 17 at 4 p.m.
Assistive Settings and Features on Your Device – Thursday, May
20 at 4 p.m.
Comment se déplacer facilement à Ottawa grâce à la technologie
– jeudi le 29 avril à 16h.
Options for Obtaining Assistive Devices and Technology - Thursday,
May 27 at 4 p.m.
Your Online Afterlife: How to Plan for Your Online Presence After
Death – Monday, May 31 at 4 p.m.
GARDENING SERIES
Organic Gardening – Wednesday, May 5 at 12 p.m.
Jardinage Biologique – mercredi le 12 mai à 12h.
Vegetable Gardening – Wednesday, May 19 at 12 p.m.
Gardening with Children – Wednesday, May 26 at 12 p.m.
Going Grassless: Meadowscaping Your Yard – Wednesday, June 2
at 12 p.m.
Both Children’s and Adult Programs are added regularly. Please
continue to check our website for updated information regarding online
programming.
ISOLATION RECREATION
Please check out some of the activities and resources that we have for
adults, teens and kids alike. We have digital eBooks and Audiobooks,
movies, language learning courses, as well as magazines and newspapers.
These resources include:
Digital eBooks and Audiobooks via Overdrive and CloudLibrary for
English titles and Cantook Station for French titles.
Language learning courses via Mango Languages.
Streaming movies via Hoopla, the Kanopy Collection, Kanopy Kids
and Access Video on Demand.
Free magazines and newspapers via Flipster, RB Digital or
PressReader.
Children’s resources for educational videos and online books such
as Just for Kids and the Tumblebook Library.
To access these resources and much more, please visit www.
biblioottawalibrary.ca/isolation-recreation. A valid Library card is
required. For assistance, please call Info Service at 613-580-2940 or
email infoservice@biblioottawalibrary.ca.
Stay safe and we hope to see you back in person real soon!

COMMUNITY EVENTS May 2021

EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH
691 Smyth Road
Office: 613-733-0437 (Monday - Thursday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.)
Email: office@emmanuelunited.ca
Website: www.emmanuelunited.ca
Welcome. As of April 1, due to health regulations our building and
office is closed and our staff is working from home. All in-person
events and activities at Emmanuel are cancelled. Phone and e-mail are
monitored regularly. It is important that we continue to maintain the
health and wellness of all.
Many of our worship services and activities for spiritual and social
connection continue to be online. Other events are being planned,
but will take place in a different way. Stay tuned. For information or
meeting details (including how to join us by Zoom), please contact our
office. Emmanuel continues to function as a family, offering programs
and reaching out to our church members and all in the community.
Children’s and Youth Christian Education Programs: These
continue to be planned as online activities; watch our website at www.
emmanuelunited.ca, for updates.
Our Facebook Page: Join us online at www.facebook.com/EUC.
Ottawa to find out all about Emmanuel United Church. You’ll find
videos, community news and sharing opportunities.
Weekly Events:
Sundays, 10 - 11 a.m.: Worship Services Online, with a welcoming
message, hymns, prayers, videos, scripture, and a thoughtful reflection,
live streamed at www.emmanuelunited.ca/worship/webcast.php. Please
join us! Afterwards, join us online for a virtual period of Coffee and
Conversation (by Zoom).
Mondays, 7 - 8 p.m.: Meditation. Jesus says, “When two or three
pray together in my name, I am there among them.” We live in a noisy
world filled with ceaseless activity. We seek space to be quiet and be
with God within ourselves.
Tuesdays, 7 - 8:15 p.m.: Faith Study. We will be discussing upcoming
scripture readings from the lectionary (by Zoom).
Thursdays, 10 - 11:30 a.m.: Thursday Morning Discussion Group
(Heretics). We are currently studying Faith after doubt: Why your beliefs
stopped working and what to do about it, by Brian McLaren (by Zoom).
Fridays, 10 - 11 a.m.: Coffee With Roxanne. Join Roxanne Delmage,
our Pastoral Care Provider, as she has a virtual visit, and participants
share thoughts with each other. Roxanne presents a different scripture
reading and topic each week (by Zoom).
Other Events:
Wednesday, May 5: Emmanuel United Church will participate in the
REDress Project by hanging red dresses and a shirt in the trees outside
of the church building along Smyth Road. The installation is intended to
draw the eye of those passing by and introducing them to the on-going
plight of the MMIWG2S+ people and their communities.
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National Red Dress Day in Canada commemorates the more than
1200 missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls, men, and twospirit people (MMIWG2S+).
The Red Dress installation will be blessed by Anishinaabeg elder,
Barbara Dumont-Hill, in keeping with the significance of the installation
as a solemn memorial to those whose lives were lost, and in support of
grieving families still waiting for justice.
Canadians are encouraged to wear red on May 5 in tribute to the
thousands of Indigenous people still being victimized, murdered or
missing in our society. Please note, the formal blessing of the installation
might be adjusted to be later than May 5 due to COVID safety measures
and in compliance with pandemic guidelines.
Wednesday, May 26, 7 p.m.: Teleos - A group for all women,
meeting to discuss current issues and experiences from a theological
perspective. Recent topics have included Exploring Indigenous Issues
through Literature with the help of books by three Indigenous authors.
Sunday, May 30, 10 - 11 a.m.: Father Daryold Winkler will be leading
worship at Emmanuel (live-streamed). Father Winkler is an Ojibway
Catholic Priest who has been a strong advocate for reconciliation with
and decolonization of Indigenous people in North America.

RIDEAU PARK UNITED CHURCH
As we enjoy the warmth, greening and new life that spring brings,
much uncertainty and anxiety persists in the community along with
COVID. Rideau Park United Church continues to be there for you,
offering a number of community events and activities online for spiritual
and social connection, as well as education and reflection. The building
continues to be closed during the provincial stay-at-home order. We
are using a variety of ways to communicate in this time of physical
separation, and can be reached through our website, www.rideaupark.
ca , FaceBook Group, Instagram, and our YouTube channel. To speak to
a staff member, please contact us at 613-733-3156 ext. 228 or by email
at info@rideaupark.ca
Weekly activities during May will include:
Sundays, 10 a.m.: Worship Services at www.rideaupark.ca recorded
that week, with welcoming words, inspirational hymns, supportive
prayers, scripture, videos, and a thought-provoking presentation. Please
join us! These services are also archived and may be viewed on the
church website at a later date. For more information, see the website or
phone the church office, 613-733-3156 ext. 228.
Sundays, 11:15 a.m.: Healing Circle offers a time of healing prayer
online after the Worship Service. A part of the Healing Pathway Ministry,
it is available on YouTube through the Rideau Park website. Please see
the full description at www.rideaupark.ca
Sundays: Children’s and Youth Christian Education Classes are
continuing on-line at Rideau Park until mid-May. There are four separate
groups to join: JK/SK 10 a.m.; Grades 1-3 10 a.m.; Grades 4-6 10:30
a.m.; and our youth class 11:30 a.m. Newcomers are always welcome.
All classes are through Zoom. Contact Rev. Steve Clifton at sclifton@
rideaupark.ca to receive a Zoom invitation.
Thursdays, 10 a.m.: Need a peaceful, focused interlude in a busy
week: Group Morning Meditation at Rideau Park is being shared
together through Zoom for 20 minutes of quiet, peace and mindfulness.
Meditation is not difficult; most find that it is a deepening experience.
The Meditation Group will continue through the end of June. See
www.rideaupark.ca for information, and contact Rev. Steve Clifton
at sclifton@rideaupark.ca to receive the Zoom invitation. Several
recorded meditation guides are also available on our Youtube channel
and through the church website.

Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.: Zoom Choir Practice for singers to enjoy and
be better prepared when choirs can return! (We all mute ourselves when
actually singing.) If you are interested in exercising your vocal chords
with some beautiful music, join Director, Iain Macpherson, and others
online each week. Contact choirdirector@rideaupark.ca for more
information.
Other Connections
Camp Awesome at Rideau Park, summer 2021: An expanded
Camp Awesome for children ages 4-12 is being planned as a summer
online experience in 2021. We will share more on what Camp Awesome
2021 will look like as the program develops. For more info, contact Rev.
Steve Clifton at sclifton@rideaupark.ca or, at a later date, check www.
rideaupark.ca
Healing Pathway Ministry at Rideau Park: Trained practitioners
are offering healing prayer over the phone since in-person sessions
are not currently available. For more info, contact healingpathway@
rideaupark.ca or Rev. Steve Clifton at sclifton@rideaupark.ca
Rideau Park United Church Facebook Group: Connect with others for
videos, community news, daily prayers, and sharing opportunities. It is
a public page. Consider joining the group if you wish to comment.
We need to stay connected to our community and to one another, while
being physically apart. Our community is all of us.
AVCA SPRING CLEANUP

OTTAWA NEWCOMERS CLUB
Our club is a non-profit, social organization for women who have
recently moved to this area; (and those who have experienced a significant
life change), and would like to meet new people of similar interests by
joining our many group activities. More information about us and what
we do can be found on our website at: ottawanewcomersclub.ca or by
contacting newcomersclubottawa@gmail.com.
FIBRE FLING 2021 VIRTUAL ART SHOW AND SALE
Ottawa’s annual Fibre Fling 2021 Art Show and Sale is back (virtually
this year)! Visit us at www.fibre-fling.ca from April 23 to May 15 to
be dazzled by the beautiful textile and mixed media works created by
Ottawa’s own ‘Out of the Box’ artists.

CLASSIFIED ADS
BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish Basements, Bathrooms,
Kitchens, Drywall, Painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors &
windows, decks, build houses. We do stipple ceilings and repair them.
10% Spring discount Free estimates, guaranteed workmanship 613733-6336.
CLEANING Weekly, bi-weekly service available. Working alone for
over 20 years. References. Call 613-262-4508
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric repair.
Kitchen, bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent references. Police
check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-9905 or 613-249-8445.
JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native. Painting, (interior/ exterior)
plumbing, decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, laminate) playrooms,
vanities, faucets, countertops, etc. Call 613-852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
LAWNMOWER/SNOWBLOWER TUNEUPS / REPAIRS. Mobile
service; we come to you. Tuneup for snowblower $94.95. Lawnmower
tuneup $79.95 plus parts, tax and $20 service charge. City-wide service.
613-747-2281.
PAINTING, 20 years experience. All types of plastering, painting
interior/exterior residential & commercial, free estimates. We do
stipple ceilings and repair them. 15% Spring discount 2 year warranty
on workmanship. 613-733-6336.

TIME FOR A GIGGLE
More Spring Riddles
Q: If April showers bring May flowers, what do May flowers
bring?
A: Pilgrims.
Q: Why did the gardener bury all her money?
A: To make her soil rich.
Q. Why did the baby chick cross the road?
A. It was take-your-child-to-work day.
Q. Why did the golfer wear two pairs of pants?
A. In case he got a hole in one!
Q: Which crime fighter likes spring the most?
A: Robin
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